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We are a reputable video production company dedicated to the
creation of compelling visual content for corporate, commercial
and entertainment endeavours.
We create dynamic motion pictures and graphics for some of the world’s most
admired brands. Our team of writers, directors, DOP’s, camera operators,
animators and cinematographers handle projects of varying scale and genre,
from single-camera studio interviews to multi-camera, multi-crew commercial
shoots at any location.
We also film out of South Africa and have produced several productions for
National Clients. Our end product will be supplied in HD or 4K format to ensure
the highest resolutions.
Regardless of budget or scope, we approach all projects in the same way...
Make it better than you can imagine!

PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES
We are fully equipped to handle all your needs professionally with
particular attention to detail and quality!
We offer Corporate Event Photography, Conference Photography, Corporate
Headshots, Golf Day Photography, Location Shoots, Catalogue and Pack Shoots.
We offer you a DVD / Flash Drive with the edited images which can be
packaged and branded according to your company image specifications.
We pride ourselves in our elite production quality and you can rest assured
that your imagery will be above your expectations.

INNOVATIVE IDEAS. THAT WORK.

DVD/CD/FLASH DUPLICA
TION
We offer a full in-house reproduction facility for all your DVD/CD
duplication requirements.
We have the capacity to produce high volume duplication of DVDs / CDs / Dual
Layer DVDs per day, which we also print (direct onto disc) and package.
We can assist with design of the inserts, covers and labels for your company
which will be proofed prior to production.
All of our products are tested prior to packaging to ensure no failures and we
ensure your product is on time, everytime!

DIGITAL / LITHO PRINTING
We proudly offer professional digital / litho / large format printing
along with finishing capabilities (perfect bind, saddle stitch, wire
binding) to produce breath-taking end results!
We print short runs as well as large capacity digital and lithographic orders
precisely to client specifications. We have various finishing facilities that will
produce your end result and we can also design the product for you.
We specialise in annual reports, conference stationery (manuals, name tags),
notepads, menus, leaflets, company profiles, calendars to name a few.
Please allow us the opportunity to impress you!

INNOVATIVE IDEAS. THAT WORK.
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From traditional design to custom websites with intergrated
functions we will ensure professionalism from start to end!
We have a very specialised creative team waiting to produce award-winning
design work above your expectations. We can produce virtually anything that can
be printed, including custom packaging design, die cut folders, functional 3D
graphics, custom exhibition designs to name a few.
Our web development services are tested across the main browsers to ensure
consistency and we also adapt to mobile for a fluent client experience.
We offer HTML / Wordpress and custom development. We can also assist with
Search Engine Optimisation to ensure your search results are optimised. We also
develop social media platforms for various campaigns that we produce.

EVENT SOLUTIONS
From a small conference to a full scale event, we offer full event
management services and solutions!
Our event solution offerings range from online RSVP facilities to accurately
co-ordinate your attendance. We also offer venue sourcing depending on the
number of attendees. We set up the full event after stringent planning has been
adhered to which includes staging, audio visual, visual projection, lighting, sound.
Our services range from gala diners, grand openings, product launches, award
ceremonies to international conferences handling upward of 700pax.
We also offer a 3D design service so that you can see the overall concept before
committing to the final concept.

INNOVATIVE IDEAS. THAT WORK.

